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Using a jump ring, attach a dagger charm (Z009502) to one of the 2-sided Tierracast crystal links (TC02975). Close jump 
ring.

Turn one of the square frames so it is a diamond, using a jump ring attach the charm with the dagger to the bottom of the 
diamond shape frame. Close the jump ring. 

Using another jump ring, attach the Longhorn charm (TC02996) to another one of the Tierracast crystal links (TC02975). 
Close jump ring.

Add a jump ring to the other end of the Tierracast crystal link in step 3, add the top of diamond frame and add the triangle 
charm point down to the jump ring as well. Close the jump ring.

Cut four 3-inch pieces of the 28 gauge wire and set aside.

Take one of the Quick Links Ring (Z010362) and position it so it fits evenly between the 2 points at the top of the triangle 
frame allowing it to come above the top of the triangle enough to about 1/4 of an inch.

Wrap the Quick Links Ring onto the triangle frame at the 4 areas where it meets the sides of the triangle.
 a. You will add one of the 1.5- 2.0 mm crystal rondelles after about 2 or 3 wraps, making sure the crystal is facing 
forward, and then you will continue wrapping another 2 times. Cut the excess wire off making sure it is flush so it’s not 
rough.

Open the loop of the ear wire and attach it to the top of Quick Link Ring.

Repeat all the steps for the other earring.

Tool Needed:
- Chain Nose Pliers
- Bent Nose Pliers
- Flush Cutter

DIY0153 DIY Rhinestone Cowgirl Earrings

Components List

(1) TCZ0077 - Sterling Silver Earring Wire by Tierracast®

(2) Z009502 - 20mm Matte Silver Rhodium Dagger Charm

(1) Z010362 - 20mm Silver Plated Round Diamond Cut Solid Quick Links Rings 

(2) TC02996 - 16mm Antique Silver Longhorn Charm by TierraCast

(1) Z021688 - 24mm Gold Plated Brass Triangle Frame Connector

(4) TC02975 - 11.75mm Bright Silver Plated Two-Sided Link By TierraCast

(1) Z021693 - 25mm Gold Plated Brass Square or Diamond Frame Connector 

(1) A001528 - 5mm Silver Plated 20 Gauge Round Jump Rings

(1) Z014337 - 1.5x2mm Clear Faceted Rondelle Chinese Crystal Glass Beads

(1) AW00118 - 28 Gauge Non Tarnish Silver Artistic Wire

Directions:


